
Launched in August 2017, the 
Reuters-NABJ scholarship 
provides substantial 
tuition assistance, editorial 
training, mentorship and 
internship opportunities 
to graduate students 
applying to Columbia 
University’s Graduate 
School of Journalism and 
to the Business & Economic 
Reporting program at New 
York University’s Arthur L. 
Carter Journalism Institute. 

Reuters-NABJ
Graduate Scholarship Program
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY & NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
• Contact Arlyn Gajilan at
   Arlyn.Gajilan@thomsonreuters.com

TO APPLY:
•  New York University
   journalism.nyu.edu/ber
•  Columbia University
  journalism.columbia.edu

REUTERS-NABJ SCHOLARSHIP DETAILS:
Reuters-NABJ scholarship recipients at both schools will each receive $40,000 
or more in tuition and other credits. In addition, scholars can attend writing and 
reporting workshops alongside Reuters staff in New York, they will be mentored 
by Reuters editors throughout the academic year and will be invited to the 
Reuters Times Square office to meet with senior reporters and staffers. Upon 
graduation, a paid 10-week summer internship with Reuters will be offered to 
each scholarship recipient.

CORE REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
• Member of National Association of Black Journalists (NABJ) 
•  Must be an applicant to the 2018-2019 academic year at Columbia University’s 
Graduate School of Journalism or New York University’s Arthur L. Carter Journalism 
Institute’s Business & Economic Reporting program, and meet all requirements for 
admission 

OTHER USEFUL SKILLS OR EXPERIENCE:
• Knowledge in fields such as law, banking, financial markets and accounting
• Experience in multimedia storytelling
• Fluency in another language such as Spanish, Arabic, Mandarin or Russian
• The drive to build sources, break news and deliver deeply reported stories
•  Interest in financial/business news and in issues that affect companies, markets
  and economies
• An international outlook

Reuters, the news and media division of Thomson Reuters, is the world’s largest international 
multimedia news provider reaching more than one billion people every day. Reuters provides 
trusted business, financial, national and international news to professionals via Thomson 
Reuters desktops, the world’s media organizations and directly to consumers at Reuters.com 
and via Reuters TV. Follow news about Reuters at @ReutersPR.
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